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Clarion Ledger Jackson, Mississippi 

 Guard's 114th gets policing duty  
 Ayers funding support up in air  
 Nissan CEO Ghosn comic book 'hero'  
 Musgrove preps spending plan  
 Day of Prayer proclaimed  
 State-Choctaw deal targeted  
 'No!' may be session's key word  
 Down to his final hunt of the season, Gov. Musgrove  gets big buck  
 Legislators should spend some time on impossible dr eams  
 In defense of officials you send to Capitol  
 Editorials  
  '02 Legislature: Budget puts squeeze on issues  
  Human Services has human face  
  State's prisons need a tourniquet  

Don't even ask for a tax hike now 
Story indicates need for Dept. of Human Services audit  

 

'We're all in fear' of textbook cuts  
Lt. Gov. pushes for new College Board selection process 
Educators' legislative request: Change bond rule 
Cheaper transport services sought  
Study: Higher education unaffordable for poor  
Editorials  
 '02 Legislature: Funding education hardest task  
 Education wins and loses big time  
 What happened to 'trust' in fund?  
Redistricting plan: Draw out of hat 
Miss. flag displayed in Bosnia insulting to black soldiers  



 
 

      
 Sun Herald Biloxi, Mississippi  
 Musgrove to address budget in State of the State sp eech  
 Lawsuit against Choctaw casino proceeds  
 EDITORIAL: hed hed hed  
 Rep. Taylor's mother dies in Bay St. Louis  
 OTHER VOICES: 
         
 Northeast Mississippi Daily Journal Tupelo, Mississippi 
 Musgrove voices support for tort reform 
 Governor predicts budget cooperation despite budget disagreement 
 Counting our fortunes: Mississippi's intellectual assets seen in 
 Let it begin Legislature to deal with issues other than budget, 
 DANNY McKENZIE: All this redistricting mess will work itself out 
 LLOYD GRAY: A brief pause for legislator appreciation 
 Governor opposes DHS selection change 
 Bill would give Legislature control over college tuition 
 Judge rules casino 'deal' can be challenged 
    

Meridian Star Meridian Mississippi  
••••  State’s economy going nowhere — fast  
 
Natchez Democrat Natchez, Mississippi 

 City leaders discuss legislative wish list  
     

Hattiesburg American Hattiesburg, Mississippi 
 Budget dilemma to dominate 2002 legislature 
 Study shows the value of trust fund 
 Revamping state College Board will take work 
 Lawmakers face tough decisions 
   

Enterprise-Journal McComb, Mississippi  
Editorial for Sunday, Jan. 6, 2002: Tylertown plant an exception to national 
trend  
 



 
 
Magnolia Report 
Rep Carmel Wells Smith: 'We need to do a better job at spending the money 

we have. We cannot solve the budget problem by looking for new money' 

Clinton Plan? Rep Chuck Espy: 'I hope to make universal health insurance 

available for all uninsured Mississippians' 

Momentum there for tort reform 

Lawmakers promise teachers will get raise 

Natchez area legislators comment on upcoming session 

SW Mississippi legislators comment on session, tobacco money, budget  

Delta legislators disagree over source of funds to cover financial crunch  

Budget dilemma to dominate 2002 legislature  

Legislators struggle with Governor in budget's shadow 

GWCOM ED: Session of 2002 will be tough, at least it's not an election year 

Musgrove says FBI investigation into Nissan land deals should not hamper 

economic development 

Redistricting: a thorn in the legislature's side  

Tim Kalich: How about using tobacco trust fund to take care of Ayers Case 
 
The Clarksdale Press Register 
Med chief makes case for Mississippi funding   
 
The Bolivar Commercial 
 
The Greenwood Commonwealth Greenwood, Mississippi 
Money top issue for legislators  
Area lawmakers disagree over source of funds to cov er state's financial crisis  
Proposal: Put college tuition decisions in hands of  Legislature  
Land investigation should not hamper economic devel opment, Musgrove says  
Judge says suit against state's casino deal with Ch octaws can proceed  
Session of 2002 bound to be tough  
 
Mississippi Business Journal 
 
The Commercial Appeal Memphis, Tenn. 
You thought '01 was tough? Just wait till this session 
Editorial: No more delay in Miss. university case 
Musgrove will fight to keep DHS chief choice 

Musgrove State of the State to focus on budget 

Musgrove: 'We welcome any legitimate investigation' 

  
The New York Times 
 
The Washington Post 
 
 
 


